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Abstract—Multi-radio multi-channel (MR-MC) networks con-
tribute significant enhancement in the network throughput by
exploiting multiple radio interfaces and non-overlapping chan-
nels. While throughput optimization is one of the main targets in
allocating resource in MR-MC networks, recently, the network
energy efficiency is becoming a more and more important
concern. Although turning on more radios and exploiting more
channels for communication is always beneficial to network
capacity, they may not be necessarily desirable from an energy
efficiency perspective. The relationship between these two often
conflicting objectives has not been well-studied in many existing
works. In this paper, we investigate the problem of optimizing
energy efficiency under full capacity operation in MR-MC
networks and analyze the optimal choices of numbers of radios
and channels. We provide detailed problem formulation and
solution procedures. In particular, for homogeneous commodity
networks, we derive a theoretical upper bound of the optimal
energy efficiency and analyze the conditions under which such
optimality can be achieved. Numerical results demonstrate that
the achieved optimal energy efficiency is close to the theoretical
upper bound.
Index Terms—Multi-radio multi-channel networks; capacity;
energy efficiency; theoretical upper bound
I. INTRODUCTION
The multi-radio multi-channel (MR-MC) networks can sig-
nificantly augment the capacity of wireless networks. While
the throughput of traditional single-radio single-channel (SR-
SC) networks are limited by interference on the channel, MR-
MC networks provide more transmission opportunities due
to multiple radio interfaces equipped on the nodes that can
exploit multiple available orthogonal channels.
The enriched channel and radio resources in MR-MC net-
works construct a multi-dimensional resource space, where
resource allocation can be performed to maximize network
throughput [1]–[4]. For example, the resource allocation
scheme proposed in [1] provides a joint solution of routing,
scheduling and channel-radio assignment which can lead to
optimal network throughput. Taking end-to-end delay require-
ment into account, the authors in [2] formulate the delay-
aware throughput optimization problem as a linear program
and propose a heuristic algorithm to find feasible scheduling
of opportunistic forwarding priorities.
Recently, the energy issues of wireless networks are be-
coming a significant concern, which draws the attention of
researchers to take energy saving as another objective in the
resource allocation. In the context of MR-MC networks, there
have been a few works on energy-aware design, such as in [5]–
[7]. With energy consumption as the objective and throughput
requirement as a constraint, an optimization problem is formu-
lated and solved in MR-MC networks in [5]. Observing that
energy can be saved by turning off idle radios, the authors
in [6] jointly addressed the channel assignment and routing
problem in order to minimize energy consumption without
impairing network performance.
Since increasing throughput will probably lead to higher
expenditure of energy, throughput maximization and energy
minimization usually cannot be achieved simultaneously. To
deal with these two conflicting objectives, most works es-
tablish their optimization problem by setting one of them
as objective while treating the other one as a constraint [5],
[8]. In many practical cases, such treatment is reasonable
since network users often have certain requirements on the
achievable throughput or energy budget. On the other hand,
the two objectives can be treated at the same time by looking
them in a multi-objective optimization perspective [10], [11].
The Pareto optimal solutions are derived to provide trade-off
between the two objectives [9]. In order to balance throughput
and energy consumption and evaluate the performance in such
problems, energy efficiency is usually used as the metric which
is defined as the achieved throughput per unit of energy cost
[12], [13].
While the existing works mainly focus on optimizing
throughput or energy consumption, the optimality of energy
efficiency is not fully investigated. One reason is that the
energy efficiency in terms of throughput per unit of energy
may not be a convex function. [14], [15] derive the optimal
energy efficiency solution; however the optimization is ob-
tained by fixing either throughput or energy consumption of
the system, which essentially returns to the optimization of
either throughput or energy.
In this paper, we target on the theoretic optimal energy
efficiency of the network and discuss whether the optima can
be achieved in different scenarios.
With the multi-dimensional nature of MR-MC networks,
exploiting more radios and channels is promising in increasing
the network capacity. However, this is not always the case if
the numbers of radios and channels (or C-R configuration)
are not properly selected. The authors of [16] show that
2when the network capacity is limited by channel resources,
throughput will not increase any more when too many radios
are turned on. This will further leads to a decrease of en-
ergy efficiency since redundant radios waste a large amount
of energy in idle state without contributing to throughput.
Conducting transmission on an excessive number of channels
may also be inefficient due to the unbalance between radio and
channel resources. The possible redundancy and unbalance of
resources motivates us to investigate the relationship between
C-R configuration and energy efficiency, which is performed
by an energy efficiency optimization problem over all the
possible C-R configurations of an MR-MC network.
In this paper, we model the energy efficiency of a generic
MR-MC network and formulate a resource allocation problem
that aims to optimize the network energy efficiency over
different channel and radio assignments. Solutions to the opti-
mization problem can provide the maximal energy efficiency
and the corresponding C-R configuration. In order to further
investigate the optimality of the network energy efficiency,
theoretical analysis on achieving the optimum is performed.
In particular, under homogeneous commodity flows (i.e., flow
demand of each commodity is the same), an explicit expression
of optimal energy efficiency is obtained, from which we
observe that the network energy efficiency is optimized when
each flow takes the shortest path from its source to destination.
In practical MR-MC networks, the flow may not be hold within
the shortest path. For example, when the numbers of radios
and channels are not well balanced, sub-optimal paths may
also be used, which degrades the network energy efficiency.
It is shown that through selecting the best C-R configuration,
the network energy efficiency can be maximized. In sum, this
paper has 3-fold contributions as follows.
1) We formulate a channel-radio allocation problem aiming
to optimize the energy efficiency and determine the
appropriate number of radios and channels for general
MR-MC networks.
2) We derive a theoretical upper bound with an explicit
expression of energy efficiency in homogeneous com-
modity networks.
3) We present the numerical results solved from the op-
timization problem and compare the results with the
theoretical upper bound. We show that the achieved
optimal energy efficiency is close to theoretical upper
bound.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system model. Section III formulates the en-
ergy efficiency optimization problem and Section IV presents
some theoretical analysis. Numerical results are presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI gives the conclusion remarks.
II. NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we introduce a tuple-based generic system
model for MR-MC networks [1], [4]. Consider an MR-MC
network, and let N and C denote the set of nodes and the set
of available channels , respectively. For each node u, let Ru
denote the set of radio interfaces equipped on it. At any time
instant, one radio interface can be tuned to only one channel.
To accommodate the multi-dimensional resource space
spanned by the radios, channels and transmission links of
the MR-MC networks, we represent each resource point as
a tuple p. A tuple includes the information of the transmitter
node u (u ∈ N\D), receiver node v (v ∈ N\S), the radios
used by u and v, and the channel they are operating on,
where S and D are sets of flow sources and destinations,
respectively. A tuple can be interpreted as that the real physical
link (u, v) can be mapped to |Ru| × |Rv| × |C| tuples, where
| · | denotes the cardinality of a set. The mapping from single
link to multiple tuples also explains the nature of how MR-MC
networks enrich the resource space. Considering the available
radios and channels, we can obtain all the tuples in MR-MC
network, which is denoted as T . Let wpi be the link capacity
(transmission rate) of tuple pi. To perform one bit of data
transmission on tuple pi, denote Etpi and E
r
pi
as the amounts
of energy spent by the sender and receiver of pi, respectively.
In the context of tuple, there are both co-channel interfer-
ence and radio conflict that prevent simultaneous transmissions
on two tuples.
1) Co-channel interference: Two tuples are working on
the same channel and at least one node of a tuple
is located in the interference range of another tuple’s
transmitter;
2) Radio conflict: Two tuples share at least one common
radio of a node.
Based on this, we can characterize the conflict relationship
in MR-MC networks with multi-dimensional conflict graph
(MDCG) [1], where each tuple acts as a vertex. An edge is
set up between two vertices if the corresponding two tuples
conflict with each other in either of the aforementioned way.
In MDCG, an independent set (IS) stands for a set of tuples
that are free of mutual conflict, and can perform transmissions
simultaneously. Denote an IS over MDCG as I and the set of
all the ISs as I. At any time instant, only the tuples from
the same maximum IS can be activated together; therefore
the scheduling of the network can be formed by turning on
different ISs alternately.
Consider multiple commodity flows in the network with
each flow specified by its source-destination pair (s, d) ∈ Ω,
where Ω is the set of all source-destination pairs. Denote the
flow rate of commodity (s, d) as f (s,d). Since each commodity
flow will generate traffic on some of the tuples, let f (s,d)pi
denote the amount of traffic on tuple pi for commodity (s, d).
III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate the energy efficiency optimiza-
tion problem. The problem constraints and energy efficiency
model are first presented, followed with the procedure to
optimize energy efficiency over different numbers of channels
and radios in the network.
3A. Problem Constraints
In this sub-section, we first present necessary problem con-
straints. Let Tu→ and T→u be the set of tuples that take node u
as transmitter and receiver, respectively. To formulate the flow
constraints, first notice that for each commodity, the amount
of traffic injected into the network from source s should be
equal to the amount of traffic collected at the destination node
d. Further, the incoming traffic at an internal node should be
equal to the outgoing traffic. Therefore, ∀(s, d) ∈ Ω, we can
obtain the flow conservation constraints as
f (s,d) =
∑
i:pi∈Ts→
f (s,d)pi =
∑
j:pj∈T→d
f (s,d)pj (1)
∑
i:pi∈Tu→
f (s,d)pi =
∑
j:pj∈T→u
f (s,d)pj , ∀u ∈ N\S\D (2)
Since we consider a slotted system, the scheduling of ISs
can be implemented via protocols such as the time-division
multiple access (TDMA) protocol. We denote the fraction of
time allocated to IS Im in one unit slot as αm, which gives
constraint
|I|∑
m=1
αm ≤ 1, 0 ≤ αm ≤ 1, ∀m (3)
Each tuple can only conduct transmission when it is sched-
uled on. Hence the traffic allocated on a tuple must be
transmitted within its active time. The active time of each
tuple is bounded as
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
f
(s,d)
pi
wpi
≤
∑
m′:pi∈Im′
αm′ , ∀pi ∈ T (4)
Finally, the traffic on each tuple should be non-negative
f (s,d)pi ≥ 0 ∀i, ∀(s, d) ∈ Ω, ∀pi ∈ T (5)
B. Energy Efficiency
We first consider the energy consumption for data transmis-
sion, which is spent by the nodes for transmitting or receiving.
The flow from a source node s to its destination d will
consume energy along the transmission path P(s,d) (an array
of tuples). If the end-to-end flow rate through the path is f (s,d),
then within one time slot, each tuple on the path will consume
f (s,d)(Etp + E
r
p) amount of energy. The energy consumption
on the entire path is the sum of energy consumptions on
all the tuples along the path. It is also possible that the
flow transmission is performed on multiple paths, then the
energy consumption for data transmission of flow f (s,d) can
be expressed as
E(s,d) =
∑
i
∑
j:pj∈P
(s,d)
i
f
(s,d)
Pi
(Etpj + E
r
pj
) (6)
where P(s,d)i is one of the paths involved in transmission and
f
(s,d)
Pi
is the amount of flow on this path. And for the entire
network, the energy consumption for data transmission is
E =
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
E(s,d) (7)
When a radio is not scheduled at some instant, we assume
it will remain in some low-power mode such as sleep mode
to save energy. Suppose the sleep power is P0, then we can
obtain the sleep energy consumption within one time slot:
E0 = P0(
∑
u:u∈N
|Ru| −
|I|∑
m=1
2αm|Im|) (8)
where |Im| is the number of tuples in this IS.
Define energy efficiency as the achieved throughput per
unit of energy cost. Ignoring the amount of energy spent
on channel/radio/mode switching, the energy efficiency of the
network can be given by
EE =
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
f (s,d)
E + E0
=
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
f (s,d)
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
E(s,d) + E0
(9)
C. Energy Efficiency Optimization
In this section, we optimize the energy efficiency of a
network by turning on the most appropriate numbers of
channels and radios. For simplicity, assume each node uses the
same number of radios (|R|). Suppose each pair of channel
and radio numbers (|C|, |R|) is a C-R configuration of the
network. The number of C-R configurations of a network is
finite, thus the energy efficiency optimization can be done by
first calculating the energy efficiency associated with each C-
R configuration and then searching for the maximum among
all the configurations.
Under one C-R configuration, define the maximum achiev-
able throughput as the capacity of the network. The network
is desired to operate under its full capacity. Therefore for each
C-R configuration, we calculate its energy efficiency as when
the network achieves its full capacity. To obtain the capacity
of a C-R configuration, we solve for the maximum throughput.
Suppose the flow demand of commodity (s, d) is f (s,d)0 . For
some or all of the commodities, only a portion of the demand
can be achieved. To avoid flow starvation and ensure fairness
in the network, we impose the requirement that the achieved
fraction of flow demand for all the commodities should be
the same, where this fraction is denoted as λ. The capacity
can be obtained by optimizing the objective of throughput∑
(s,d)∈Ω
λf
(s,d)
0 with constraints from Eq. (1 – 5).
In addition to the network capacity (denoted as f∗), the
solution also provides the resource allocation to the network
including scheduling of the tuples and routing. Note that
the solution may not be unique, which means there will be
multiple resource allocation solutions leading to the same
throughput f∗. However the energy consumption of each
solution may be different. Among these solutions, we select
the one with the least energy consumption and omit the other
4ones since the latter ones are not energy efficient. The selection
process is equivalent to minimize energy consumption with
capacity as the throughput constraint. This can be done by
formulating another optimization problem whose objective is
minimizing the total energy consumption E as in Eq. (7) and
including throughput requirement as a new constraint:
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
λf
(s,d)
0 = f
∗ (10)
Finally, for each C-R configuration, the energy efficiency
can be obtained according to Eq. (9). After obtained the
energy efficiency associated with each C-R configuration, we
can search among the results for the optimal efficiency and
configuration.
IV. OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS
In this section we derive an explicit expression of optimal
energy efficiency in the case of homogeneous commodity
networks. The optimum also acts as the theoretical upper
bound of the achieved energy efficiency. Based on this, the
impact of C-R configuration on energy efficiency is analyzed.
A. Theoretical Upper Bound
As indicated in Eq. (7), the energy consumption of network
is highly related to the transmission paths selected by the
flows. If the transmission (reception) power of each tuple is
the same, which is denoted as Et (Er), then the energy con-
sumption for data transmission on each path can be simplified
as |P(s,d)|f (s,d)(Et+Er) where |P(s,d)| is the length (number
of hops) of the path from s to d. The shorter the path is, the
less energy it will consume. In this case, it can be observed
that the energy efficiency for a commodity flow f (s,d) can be
optimized when the transmission is performed on the shortest
path between s and d.
Consider a homogeneous commodity network where all
the commodities have the same flow rate demand. Under the
fairness requirement as mentioned in Section III-A, the actual
achieved flow rates of all the commodities are also the same.
Then optimal energy efficiency can be achieved by different
commodities simultaneously, which is also the optimal energy
efficiency for the network as shown in Eq. (11).
EE∗ =
1
∑
(s,d)∈Ω
1
|Ω|(E
t + Er)|P(s,d)|∗
(11)
where |P(s,d)|∗ is the length of the shortest path for commod-
ity (s, d). In other words, the optimal energy efficiency can
be achieved when every commodity takes the shortest path
for transmission.
Notice that we omit E0 in Eq. (11) since this part of energy
consumption is relatively small comparing with transmission
energy. As a result, the practically achieved energy efficiency
will be lower than the optimal value and thereby Eq. (11)
acts as the theoretical upper bound of energy efficiency for an
MR-MC network.
B. Impact of C-R Configuration
When optimizing the network throughput, turning on more
radios or exploiting more channels are plausible since more
resources usually will lead to higher throughput (at least no
lower throughput). However, this is not always the case in the
view of energy efficiency. Based on the previous discussion,
the optimality of energy efficiency depends on whether the
flow is kept within the shortest path. If the number of radios
|R| and the number of channels |C| (C-R configuration) of
the network are well selected such that these resources can
be fully exploited on the optimal path, then optimal energy
efficiency can be achieved. Otherwise, if |C| and |R| are not
well balanced or there are excess resources in the network, the
energy efficiency may be impacted.
When the channel resources are limited but |R| is large,
it may result in redundancy of radios. The unused radios
will stay in idle state such as sleeping. Although the energy
consumed in sleep state is not a significant part compared
to the total energy consumption, this part of unnecessary
energy expenditure should still be avoided. No mention that
the network may not apply power savings for idle radios,
consequently the unused radios will stay in idle sensing state
which causes a considerable amount of energy waste. Taking
this into consideration, |R| should be no larger than the
practically required value. Given |C|, we can solve for the
optimal C-R configuration according to the previous section
and determine the proper number of |R|. If the node is
equipped with more radios than demand, unnecessary radios
can be completely shut down to improve the energy efficiency.
If |C| is so large that the radios on the optimal path
cannot fully utilize the channel resources, the network may
tend to exploit other paths whose radios are free, in order
to further increase the throughput. However in this case the
energy efficiency will not be optimal since longer paths are
used in the transmissions. Generally, after the optimal path
is fully utilized, if there are still available radio and channel
resources in the network, it is possible that non-optimal paths
will be involved to fully achieve the network capacity, leading
to lower energy efficiency. In this case, to maximize energy
efficiency as well as maintain in full-capacity status, |C| should
be reduced such that the channel resources can be fully
accommodated by the radios on the optimal path.
In the above discussion (and the rest of the paper, if
not specified), the bandwidth of each channel is considered
irrelevant to |C|. In some scenarios, the system bandwidth
is fixed and uniformly divided by the channels. Then the
bandwidth of each channel is inversely proportional to |C|,
as in Eq. (12).
wp ∝
1
|C|
(12)
Since the link capacity is constrained by channel bandwidth,
smaller |C| can provide higher link capacity. In this sense,
reducing the number of channels (when |C| is unnecessarily
large) can provide a two-fold contribution to the improvement
of energy efficiency.
5When the C-R configuration is unbalanced but unchange-
able, it is still possible to increase energy efficiency if there
is no hard requirement on achieving full capacity. If the
throughput requirement is slightly decreased from full capac-
ity, the traffic on non-optimal path will become unnecessary
and be removed from resource allocation. As a result, the
energy efficiency is improved. In the case that no requirement
is imposed to throughput, the network can be set to work
at maximal energy efficiency point with highest achievable
throughput.
The above analysis will be further explained with numerical
results in the next section.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results of the energy
efficiency under different C-R configurations and demonstrate
the relationship between C-R configuration and efficiency
optimality. We consider two sample topologies with 25 homo-
geneous nodes deployed in a 1000m× 1000m area. Suppose
the number of radios equipped on all the nodes are the same,
which varies from 1 to 4, while the number of channels
in the system varies from 1 to 8 (which provides 32 C-R
configurations for each topology). The physical link capacity
of each tuple is set to 1 rate unit. The communication range
and interference range of each node are 250m and 500m,
respectively. 3 homogeneous commodity flows with the same
flow requirement traverse through the network. The unit en-
ergy consumptions are set as Et + Er = 1 and P0 is 1% of
transmission power.
The optimization problem is formulated for each network
topology and solved with Cplex [17]. In solving the problem,
constraint of Eq. (5) is related to the IS scheduling. In order to
achieve optimality of solution, it is necessary to explore the en-
tire space of I, which is extremely computationally complex.
To tackle this issue, delay column generation (DCG) method
is adopted which can avoid rapid growth of the problem scale
without affecting the optimality in solutions. The theoretical
upper bound of energy efficiency is also obtained based on Eq.
(11) and compared with numerical solutions, where the latter
ones are converted to percentage values by dividing the upper
bound. Note that since the upper bound cannot be achieved in
practice, 96% or 98% of the upper bound can be considered as
optimal. The network capacity and the corresponding energy
efficiency of all the C-R configurations are shown in Fig. 1
It can be observed that generally higher capacity can be
achieved as the number of radios or channels increases. But
if the number of channels is limited, more radios will not
enhance the capacity. Similarly, if the number of radios is
small, too many channels will not significantly increase the
capacity since there are not enough radios to utilize channel
resource for transmissions.
As for the energy efficiency, optimal efficiency can be
achieved when the numbers of radios and channels are well
balanced, which appears as a diagonal ridge across the
channel-radio space. Especially, energy efficiency is more
likely to be optimal when both the numbers of radios and
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(d) Energy efficiency of topology-2.
Fig. 1. Network capacity and energy efficiency under different C-R
configurations.
6channels are relatively small. When the number of radios is
improperly large compared with that of channels, capacity
is limited while more energy is consumed by idle radios,
resulting in lower energy efficiency. In this case, completely
shutting down the redundant radios can save energy and
bring energy efficiency back to optimum. When the number
of channels is overwhelming, according to the discussion in
Section IV-B, the resource allocation tends to adopt non-
optimal transmission paths which will cause the decrease in
energy efficiency. Based on the numerical results, we can
determine the proper C-R configuration or balance numbers
of radios and channels in order to achieve optimal energy
efficiency.
If the C-R configuration is unchangeable, we can still seek
for optimal energy efficiency only if there is no need to stick
to full-capacity requirement. In this way, energy efficiency
can be increased by slightly loosing the throughput constraint,
e.g. setting the throughput requirement less than the network
capacity in Eq. (10). Fig. 2 shows that under improper number
of channels (8 channels and only 2 radios), the adjustment
of throughput requirement can contribute to higher energy
efficiency.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between throughput requirement and energy efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 2, with full-capacity (100%), the achieved
energy efficiency can be a little bit far from the optimal value
since the number of channels is too large comparing with the
number of radios. If we keep the C-R configuration but reduce
the throughput requirement to 80% of the network capacity, the
achieved optimal energy efficiency is quite close to the upper
bound. This way of adjustment provides a trade-off between
network throughput and energy efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have formulated the optimization problem
to solve the achievable energy efficiency of MR-MC networks
under full capacity operation. Theoretical optimal energy effi-
ciency was explicitly expressed for homogeneous commodity
networks. We presented a detailed solution approach to obtain
the optimal energy efficiency under full capacity constraint
and compared the results with the theoretical upper bound.
Numerical results demonstrated the relationship between en-
ergy efficiency and C-R configuration. We also showed that,
by reducing the throughput requirement, the achieved optimal
energy efficiency can be very close to the theoretical upper
bound.
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